The Cheryl Lyon-Jenness Advanced Undergraduate Writing Award

The Cheryl Lyon-Jenness Advanced Undergraduate writing award honors student papers exceeding 4,000 words that fall under the broad rubric of research papers. This includes senior theses, historiographical works, material culture or museum related pieces, methodological/theoretical analyses, and critical review essays. Only papers prepared for courses taken or completed during the previous calendar year will be considered. The recipient of the Cheryl Lyon-Jenness writing award receives a stipend of $350.

Deliver this completed application and a hardcopy of your essay directly to the Undergraduate Advising Office (4452 Friedmann Hall); materials may also be dropped off in 4301 Friedmann Hall to the main office.

Name: _____________________________
Win #: _____________________________

Essay Title: ________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Paper Originally Submitted For: ___________________  Course Completed: __________
                            Course Number or Title                    Semester / Year